
As the battle of the Indian eCommerce heavyweights continues to accelerate,

we have witnessed three separate sale events compressed into the last four

weeks of this festive season. Flipkart has come out with all guns blazing

following its multi-billion-dollar funding round, leaving Amazon with little

choice but to follow suit with its own aggressive promotions. At this stage of

a highly competitive eCommerce cycle, market share is a prize worth its

weight in gold and neither Flipkart nor Amazon are prepared to blink first.

At DataWeave, our proprietary data aggregation and analysis platform

enables us to seamlessly analyze these sale events, focusing on multiple

dimensions, including website, category, sub-category, brand, prices,

discounts, and more. Over the past six weeks, we have been consistently

monitoring the prices of the top 200 ranked products spread over sub-

categories spanning electronics, fashion, and furniture. In total, we amassed

data on over 65,000 products during this period.

The first of these pivotal sale events was held between the 20th and 24th

September, which we earlier analyzed in detail. Another major sale soon

followed, contested by Amazon, Flipkart and Myntra for varying periods

between the 4th and 9th of October. Lastly, was the Diwali sale held by

Amazon, Flipkart, and Myntra between the 14th and 18th of October, joined by

Jabong between the 12th and 15th of October.

In analyzing these significant sale events for all eCommerce websites, we

observed an extensive range of products enjoying high absolute discounts,
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but with no additional discounts during the sale, i.e. prices remained

unchanged between the day before the sale and the first day of the sale. The

following infographic highlights some of the sub-categories and products

where this phenomenon was more pronounced during the recently concluded

Diwali sale. Here, discount percentages are average absolute discounts of

products with unchanged discounts during the sale.
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Having identified the aggressive use of high but unchanged absolute

discounts amongst eCommerce heavyweights during the sale, we focused our
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analysis on the additional discounts offered during the sale, to more

accurately reflect the value these sale events deliver to Indian consumers.

Several categories, sub-categories and brands emerged as enjoying

substantial additional discounts. The following infographic details our

analysis:
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Amazon and Flipkart continue to stand toe to toe on discounts in Electronics,

although Amazon offered discounts across a greater number of products.

Flipkart adopted a more premium brand assortment in the Electronics

category with an average MRP of INR 30,442 for additionally discounted

products.

What stands out in our analysis is Amazon’s consistently aggressive

discounting in fashion compared to Flipkart. As anticipated, Jabong and

Myntra continued to offer attractive discounts in a large number of fashion

products, seeking to maintain their grip in their niche. Furniture, too, is a

category where Amazon out-discounted Flipkart, albeit through a less

premium assortment mix (average MRP of INR 23,580 compared to Flipkart’s

INR 34,304).

Several big brands elected to dig deep into their pockets during the sales to

offer very high discounts. These included attractive discounts from Redmi,

Asus, and Acer in Electronics, and W, Wrangler, Levi’s, Puma, Fossil, and Ray

Ban in Fashion.

Which Sale Delivered Greater Value For Consumers?

Since DataWeave has extensive data on both the pre-Diwali sale (held

between 4th and 9th of October), and the Diwali sale (held between 12th and

18th October), we compared prices to identify which of the sale events

offered more attractive discounts across categories, sub-categories and

products.

While the discount levels were generally consistent across most sub-

categories, only varying by a few percentage points, we identified several

sub-categories and products that displayed a large variation in the absolute

level of discount offered.
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As the infographic above shows, Amazon identified women’s formal shoes as

a key category in its discounting strategy, which saw its level of discounting

triple during the Diwali sale. By comparison, Flipkart doubled its discount in

men’s jeans, and Myntra tripled its discounts on Men’s shirts and sunglasses.

Similarly, during the Diwali sale Amazon, Flipkart and Myntra all offered

selected products with an aggressive 40% to 50% discount level.

Interestingly, Amazon, Flipkart and Myntra all elected to reduce the level of

discounts offered on specific products as well. One of the biggest discount

moves was Amazon’s reduction on iPhone 6s from 34% to only 4%. Flipkart

recorded a similar price move on Adidas originals Stan Smith sneakers (30%

to 5%) and Canon EOS 200D DSLR cameras (20% to 8%).

Market Share Reigns Supreme

Based on our analysis of the festive season sales, Flipkart’s aggressive

approach powered by its multi-billion-dollar funding round enabled it to stave

off Amazon’s discounting strategy in the annual eCommerce festive season

sales this year, increasing its lead over Amazon India in a market where the

total sales is believed to have surged by up to 40 percent over 2016’s sales.

Based on several reports, Flipkart’s share of total festive season sales appears

to have increased from 45 percent in 2016 to 50 percent this year, capturing

much of the market up for grabs from a now relegated Snapdeal. Amazon’s

market share during a festive sales period that stretched over a month is

estimated to have remained steady at 35 percent, though the company

reported it saw a 50 percent share in other metrics such as order volume and

active customers.

The key question for both industry analysts and consumers alike is, how much

deeper are retailers willing to go in their quest to capture market share at the

expense of operating margins?
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If you’re interested in DataWeave’s data aggregation and analysis platform,

and how we provide Competitive Intelligence as a Service to retailers and

brands, visit our website!

- DataWeave Marketing 

25th Oct, 2017
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